VACCINE CERTIFICATES – WHAT IS THE
VIEW ON COMPANY POLICY AS PEOPLE
RETURN TO THE OFFICE IN THE MONTH
TO COME?
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As debate rages in the press about vaccine certification, especially with the advent of vaccine passports, HR
leaders are preparing to face tough questions.
Is it ethical – or even legal – to require employees to be vaccinated before they return to work? And if not,
what alternatives are there – especially for employees in customer-facing roles?
Do HR departments have a right to disclose someone’s vaccine status, given that it’s sensitive personal
data? How do you safely keep records of it?
We asked HR leaders across a range of industries how they’re handling this unprecedented situation.
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1. Banking

2. Food Manufacturing

“This is a double-edged sword for us,” says the HR director of a major UK bank. “What do you
do for customer-facing people?”

Our HR contact in food manufacturing is in a very different situation, having no
customer-facing employees at all. “Vaccine certification is not even on our radar. It’s not
something we’re considering at all.”

Her preference would be to require vaccine certificates for all customer-facing employees.
But while she hasn’t received legal advice herself, she’s heard from others who have that it
isn’t going to be that simple. And there’s another factor complicating things too.
“Particularly for customer-facing folks, we have a very heavily BAME-oriented population
who have a number of different problems, ideologically and so on, with having the vaccine.
Now, we're not here to judge. I want to educate and encourage – that’s the position that
we've taken. But a number of customers are feeding back to us that their very strong
preference is to be served by somebody who's had a vaccine. So we've got a number of
competing tensions that we're really struggling with.”
She also raises the question of how to keep a record of vaccine certificates once you’ve
obtained them – “because, of course, that becomes medical data, which adds another layer
of complexity.” Medical information is covered by the Data Protection Act, meaning it would
be illegal to disclose a worker’s vaccine status to a customer.
“I don't have an answer,” she says. “I'm hoping the government will help us, because we
need to do something to guide the workforce.” Until the government makes its position clear
on certificates, she sees little point in spending money on legal advice.”

She points out that with the slowing of the rollout, vaccine certification could become
discriminatory, because some of the workers in their 20s may not get vaccinated.
“We've got a very big BAME community in one of our factories, and a big Eastern European
population in a different factory. And without boxing people off, I don't think there's that
high level of visibility and desire, particularly in the factory where a big proportion is BAME.
We offered testing a few months ago now, and the take-up was very low.
However, with office workers starting to return from home working, she does think that if
there’s going to be any noise around vaccine compliance, it will come from office workers
saying they’re not comfortable coming back if others haven’t been vaccinated. “But we're
not there yet, because we're still not pushing the ‘come back to the office’ agenda at the
moment.”
For her, regular testing is likely to be a better solution than vaccine certification.
However, she found the previous phase of the government scheme, which offered free tests
to be administered in the workplace, too bureaucracy-laden for her liking.
Speaking of admin, she also raises a question about the administrative aspects of vaccine
certification. “If you want people to prove they've been vaccinated, do you need a vaccine
certificate rather than a little card – in which case, what pressure does that put on our health
service? And then if you can't be vaccinated for medical reasons, you're going to need to
prove that you can't be.”
She predicts that if the tourist industry start saying that they need vaccine certificates, that
will increase uptake, but also increase pressure on the NHS.

3. Financial Advisers

4. Pharma

As the HR director of a financial advisory firm, our next contact is no stranger to dealing with
complex legal issues. She’s already taken legal advice and it was clear-cut: the right of the
individual to vaccinate or not to vaccinate trumps everything. In a business where half the
employees are client-facing, that’s a challenge.

We spoke to two HR leaders in different pharma companies. One is insisting that medical
reps going out and meeting people in hospitals do have the COVID vaccine. This is the only
company we’ve heard from that is making it compulsory. The company is currently finalising
its policy on vaccines and certificates and is not making it mandatory for office workers, only
for medical reps who have an impact on other people.

“We're saying, ‘Look, go get yourself tested, please, for the sake of yourself and for the sake
of everybody else. The guidelines are that, and we always adhere to government guidelines.
So please do it. If you choose not to, then you are subject to be tested, and you have to have
the testing now.
“But if we have a critical requirement to meet a client – and it has to be absolutely extreme
circumstances – we've got a load of forms that the client and the adviser have to sign to say
that they're happy to do it. We've just added a section in there that says, ‘I'm happy to
disclose that I have either had the vaccine or I knowingly enter into this relationship
understanding the risk.’ So it was all very visible.
Of course, unvaccinated advisers can still work over Zoom, but with about a third of clients
being elderly, that’s not an easy solution: “They don't enjoy being on Zoom.”
She also has very COVID-friendly offices and is providing home COVID testing for employees.
The more important benefit of home testing, she says, is that if you find out you're positive,
you're not going to come into the workplace.
“I think what will help everybody in this, ironically, is the travel industry. If they dictate that
you have to have a certificate and you have to be vaccinated, cynic that I am, I think people
will be willing to do it.”

Our other pharma contact has picked up legal advice indirectly through a peer network that
contradicts this. Like his counterpart in the financial advisory sector, he’s heard that the right
of the individual to refuse the vaccine must legally come first.
“One of the people in the network had actually taken direct advice and then had circulated
that. I also checked it off with our general counsel, and it accorded with her understanding of
what was going on as well.”
He describes the idea of making vaccines compulsory for people who are customer-facing as
“quite fascinating – but then it’s back to that juxtaposition with the legalities. I know, for
example, the Italian government actually mandated the vaccination of all field-based
pharmaceutical representatives for the very reasons of giving them better access to hospitals
during the pandemic. But I've not heard of it anywhere else.”

5. Energy

6. Software

Energy is another sector where we’re blessed with two perspectives. The first of our contacts
in this sector is an HR leader for a small company, with many of its employees working
offshore.

Our next contact is responsible for HR for all the non-US operations of a multinational
software company, and he’s reeling from a surprise decision on the US side.

“For our operational employees and contractors at the terminals and offshore platforms,” he
says, “we are bound by government regulations on security of energy supply. So we have to
do the testing procedures prior to walking on site, or indeed going offshore on a helicopter.
“In respect of passports, that narrative has started to raise itself amongst our employees, but
we've just said, ‘Let's just wait.’ We're not going to be pioneers in this”
However, if he’s waiting for larger companies in the sector to make a decisive move, it looks
as if he may be waiting a while. Our second contact in the energy sector is an HR leader for a
large multinational organisation – which seems to have missed the furore about vaccine
certification entirely.
“We've hired a very high-profile consulting firm that’s created this incredibly complex plan
around how we open up our offices and how we build a flexible working culture. I'm not
quite sure why we need consultants to do this work, but anyway, there's no mention of
testing, vaccine certificates, passports, nothing. Actually, what seems to be keeping them
awake is how to build in flexibility.
“For our office workers, we're not requesting vaccination certificates. We're not asking
people to do regular testing. We are adapting our offices for a COVID-friendly environment,
and we're using leadership and colleague discretion as to what they use the office for. The
only place where we are testing is in our operational sites, obviously, and where we have
people going into consumers' homes. So there it's about testing rather than necessarily
having a vaccine certificate.”

“Our board discussed this recently and the current thinking is that in the US, we will be
insisting on vaccines for return. I don't know what the level of conversation was and what
were the dynamics, but interestingly enough, it was agreed not to have the mandatory
element outside the US. I can only imagine the impact that's going to have for us,
particularly in the US. The criterion of client facing is possibly the only area that I know has
been considered as being mandatory.
“I genuinely think that the position the company has taken right from day one has been that
the primary accountability is for the health, safety and welfare of all employees. And they
can't guarantee that if people are going into the office and mixing with colleagues and
clients.”

7. Personal Care Products

Our final HR contact works for a multinational manufacturer of personal care products
(including cleaning wipes). The employees at his company are mainly office workers, who
are currently working from home, or manufacturing workers, who are tested regularly.
“We've taken a policy stance,” he says, “which is that we will not require vaccination, but we
will encourage it. So that's the overall approach, and that applies around the world. The
actual implementation of that will be done at local level. It can be through medical plans
where that's relevant or by letting people have time off to get the vaccine. But there's no
requirement to have it.”
Being at a multinational company, he’s noticed wide variations in government and public
attitudes from one country to another. “China has various apps, on phones provided by the
government, which can certify somebody's health status: have you had COVID or not? So you
need to be green to be able to travel, to be able to book a train ticket or to come into the
office. Those are government requirements. And I would imagine that as they start to roll out
the vaccine in China, that health status is going to include a vaccination certificate,
effectively. And it may well be that the government will end up mandating that because they
want to drive 100% compliance with it.
“At the other end of the spectrum, I imagine there'll be some countries where that won't
even be considered as a possibility. It may not even be legal. Germany, for example, and
France. It’s hard to imagine those countries having enforcement by employers of a
vaccination status, unless there was a very clear, specific need such as a medical situation, or
maybe going into somebody’s house. Politically, there's going to be a lot of opposition to
that. And as often happens, I suspect the UK will sit somewhere in between.
“Our CEO has been surprisingly open about supporting the liberal political issues that are so
much an important part of the US these days around identity as well – Black Lives Matter
and things like that. He’s raised his profile around that in the US. So I think anything that was
seen to be forcing people to do something would be quite a big deal.”
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